South Korea: Stop using excessive force to crackdown demonstration
(Bangkok, 25 November 2015) - The Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (FORUM-ASIA), a
regional human rights group, strongly condemns the violent police crackdown on protestors in Seoul, South
Korea on 14 November 2015. Despite the repeated concerns raised by FORUM-ASIA on violations of freedom
of assembly and the crackdown on peaceful protests1, the Korean authorities’ suppression of human rights
defenders and peaceful protestors continues. FORUM-ASIA sees this latest incident as indicative of the
regression on democracy and human rights in South Korea.
On 14 November 2015, around 130,000 people gathered in Seoul to speak out on various human rights issues,
including: labour and farmers' rights; State-controlled history textbook; the Sewol Ferry disaster and the
rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and questioning (LGBTIQ) people. A total of 52 civil
society organisations were involved in the ‘2015 Peoples’ Rally’. While the protest was conducted peacefully,
the authorities used excessively heavy weapons, including water cannons. The water cannons were used to
blast almost 182 tons water and 651 litre of tear liquid on the protestors during this single day event. This
resulted in dozens of human rights defenders and protestors being injured.
Among the injured was Mr. Nam-gi Baek, a 67 years old member of the Korea National Association of Farmers.
He is still unconscious today due to a brain haemorrhage which resulted from being hit by the water cannons2.
The police used a high-velocity stream of water loaded with a high level of capsaicin and tear gas liquid on
the protestors. Witnesses and a human rights monitoring team at the scene said that the police targeted Mr.
Baek indiscriminately. He was hit in the head and neck by the water cannons. The blast continued for 20
seconds, even though he fell down almost immediately after he was hit3. Mr. Baek’s being hit in the head and
neck was a violation of Article 13 of the ‘Presidential Decree on standards of the usage of lethal force
equipment’ and Section two of the ‘Operational Instruction on water cannons’. These state that a water
cannon is only allowed to be used below the chest as well as that when protestors are injured, the police
should provide emergency aid immediately.
“The Korean authorities must urgently and thoroughly investigate the use of excessive force against peaceful
protestors, and bring those that are found to be responsible to justice. Indiscriminate firing into a group of
people is never be allowed”, says Evelyn Balais-Serrano, Executive Director of FORUM-ASIA. “We are also
concerned that the police used buses to barricade streets and restricted the movement of peaceful protestors.
This can only be justified as a last resort when there is imminent, clear, and grave danger that cannot be
prevented by dispersal of assembly according to the Constitutional ruling in June 20114”
FORUM-ASIA is also concerned about the fact that the violent crackdown happened only a little over a week
after the UN Human Rights Committee issued its recommendations to the Government of South Korea on
the freedom of peaceful assembly.5 On 5 November 2015, the Committee shared its concerns especially on
the excessive use of force by law enforcement officials and bus blockades. The Committee called on the
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Korean authorities to “ensure the enjoyment by all of the freedom of peaceful assembly, and that limitations
on the right to freedom of assembly are in strict compliance with article 21 of the Covenant” and “further
review its regulations on the use of force and ensure they are in compliance with the Covenant, and train its
police officials accordingly”.
“We echo the recommendations of the Committee. The Government of South Korea should train and
strengthen the capacity of law enforcement officials in terms of policing assemblies and the use of force as
provided for in the United Nations Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials of 1979 and the Basic
Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials of 1990”, concludes Balais-Serrano.
“As a re-elected member of the UN Human Rights Council, the Government of South Korea must set a good
example for the promotion and protection of human rights.”
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